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iZotope Ozone 7

Mastering Suite For Mac OS & Windows
Version 7 of iZotope's mastering package adds
cutting-edge codec monitoring features as
well as vintage-themed processors.
component parts available as a suite

PAUL WHITE
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of separate plug-ins, and incorporates

Zotope's Ozone, now on its seventh

a number of modules and features that

version, aims to provide the Mac OS

aren't available in the Standard version.

or Windows computer-musician with

a complete set of mastering tools.

Most of the new additions in Ozone
7 are available only in the Advanced

Available in Standard and Advanced

version. They include Vintage Tape,

versions, Ozone 7 can be used either

Vintage EQ, Vintage Compressor and

stand-alone or as a DAW plug-in in RTAS,

Vintage Limiter modules, plus a Codec

AudioSuite, 64-bit AAX, VST 2, VST 3 and

Preview feature, new file export format

Audio Units formats. In the stand-alone

options and an upgrade to the existing

version, Ozone can host third-party VST

Maximiser. l_n all, Ozone 7 Advanced

and AU plug-ins, and can open multiple

comprises 10 modules plus the additional

audio files within a single session. The

Insight, a comprehensive metering

Advanced version also makes Ozone's

plug-in presented in 'night-vision green'
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iZotope Ozone 7
Advanced $499
PROS
• New suite of vintage-themed processors
offers classy analogue-like sound quality.
• Real-time Codec Preview function lets
you hear how your mixes will sound once
encoded to MP3 and AAC.
CONS
• Interface text can be hard to read in some
light conditions.
SUMMARY
Ozone 7 is a thorough overhaul of iZotope's
flagship mastering package, giving users of
the Advanced version in particular a lot of
new processing modules and features.
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IZOTOPE OZONE 7

The Vintage Compressor can
emulate a variety of classic
compressor characteristics.
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of compression. Once you're
happy with your mastered
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mix you can then export it in
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MP3, WAV or AAC formats
complete with metadata
such as track name, band
name, album name and so
on.
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Going Forward
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Ozone 7 is a worthwhile

Balanced

evolutionary step up from

Smooth

not only for the sonic

previous versions, notable
capabilities of the various
modules, but also for its
wealth of excellent display
and metering options.
Having some new vintage
flavours to bring into the
picture is very welcome,

)) different modes on offer dictate how the

separately by selecting Stereo Unlink.

as is the addition of Codec Preview. I'm
glad that the designers have resisted,

limiter responds in the saturation zone that

A Gain Reduction Trace meter display

precedes hard limiting, with a significant

scrolls along with a waveform display so

the temptation to overdo the vintage

influence on the overall sound and on the

that you can see when and how much gain

character: these new effects are suitably

impression of loudness. There's a scrolling

reduction is being applied.

subtle, just as they are with typical vintage

waveform-plus-gain-reduction display,

Ant & Codec

and presets made with Ozone 6.1 's limiter

hardware. My only mildly negative grumble
is the rather irritating use of black text

in Tube mode are compatible with this

There's one more major new feature in

on a fairly dark grey background in many

new version.

Ozone 7 Advanced. Called Codec Preview,

places, and though other companies also

it appears to do a similar job to the

adopt this ' style over function' approach

Fraunhofer Pro-Codec plug-in from Sonnox,

(Apple's Logic Pro, for example), it's hard

Max Factor
Elsewhere, the existing Maximizer has
been upgraded in both the Standard and
Advanced version, with the addition of
a new Intelligent Release Control mode
called IRC IV that uses spectral shaping
to help maximise loudness without losing
transparency and without allowing clipping
to occur. Apparently the design aim was

"The Vintage EQ paints in broad strokes,
delivering a smooth, analogue-style sound
that is well suited to polishing master
recordings in an inherently musical way."

to reduce the way transient detail typically

providing a real-time preview of how your

on the eyes when working in a brightly

is pulled back when low frequencies, such

mastered track might sound after being

lit environment.

as kick drums, trigger gain reduction, and

subjected to MP3 or AAC compression.

it achieves this by adding emphasis to

Such compression can often increase peak

then, Ozone 7 offers all the tools you're

transients during gain reduction.

levels, meaning that a mix which is otherwise

likely to need and it does so without

As an all-in one mastering package

T hough the Maximizer is normally

not clipping might do so after conversion;

making any of them over-complicated. You

used as a stereo processor, it is possible

if this happens, Codec Preview gives you

still need some expertise to get the best

to process the left and right channels

a real-time warning so that you can reduce

out of it, but if you take the time to check

the level of your master prior to encoding

out some of the presets to see what makes

Alternatives
The main all-in-one alternative to Ozone is
probably IK Multimedia's T-Racks mastering
suite, which offers a similarly comprehensive
range of processing modules. If you are
working within a 8AW host, you could also
check out mastering plug-in bundles from the
likes of FabFilter, Flux and Sonnox.

to compensate. There's also a mode to

them tick, you should get the hang of it

audition the difference signal generated

very quickly. •••

by comparing the compressed and
uncompressed versions, so you can hear just
what artifacts are being added. These are
usually most noticeably on wide stereo mixes
so you also have the option of adjusting your
stereo balance to minimise the side effects
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$

Advanced version $499; Standard
version $249, Upgrades from previous
versions $199 (Advanced) or $99
(Standard).
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